Jump Serve
By Jake Maddox
Ella and Laura can't believe
it when two of the meanest
girls from a rival volleyball
team switch to their team.
Before long, it's clear that
the new girls don't plan to be
good teammates. Is there
any hope for a championship, or was the season ruined before it began?
TWEEN Fiction MA
Guys Read: The Sports Pages
By Jon Scieszka
Ten short stories about baseball, basketball, NHL Los Angeles King hockey team
captain Dustin Brown, Christian football star James
Brown, relay racer, and
more. Narrated by a pretend
fan or actual player, silly fun or true biography. Editor intros; illustrations preface each
chapter; ten pages brief bios close.
TWEEN Fiction SC
A Girl’s Guide to Yoga
By Jeanne Finestone
Following a short description of yoga's origins,
the author instructs on poses, or asanas, and
shows how each pose
imitates nature. She
then instructs on using
each asana as a way
of relaxation and a
posture for meditation.
Illustrations show how
to achieve each asana, what not to do, and how to know the asana is being performed correctly.
TWEEN Nonfiction 613.7 F

Extreme Sports
By Chris McNab
Describes the origins and techniques of a variety of extreme
sports, and discusses the physical
and mental preparation required, safety gear, common
injuries, and how to pursue a career in extreme sports.
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Using Math to Conquer Extreme Sports
By Wendy Clemson
Each volume invites readers to
take on a high-profile profession
or an exciting sports challenge
and use important facts, data
gathering, and math applications to get the job done. A
wealth of problem-solving activities build math skills while the colorful, high-interest approach engages students and encourages them to think
about math in new ways.
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Mr. Lemoncello’s Library Olympics
By Chris Grabenstein
Welcome, boys and girls,
readers of all ages, to the
first-ever Library Olympiad!
Kyle and his teammates
are back, and the worldfamous game maker, Luigi
Lemoncello, is at it
again! Now it’s not just a
game—can Mr. Lemoncello find the real
defenders of books and champions of libraries?
TWEEN Fiction GR
Swifter, Higher, Stronger
By Sue Macy
Swifter, Stronger, Higher
(Updated Edition) paints
a dramatic and fascinating picture of the Summer
Olympics. Absorbing narrative and vivid photographs tell stories of tragedy, triumph, scandal,
and of course, action
from over a century of the modern games!

Percy Jackson and the Olympians Series

Pinned

By Rick Riordan

By Alfred C. Martino

The series that started it all.
Join the adventures of Percy
Jackson and his demigod
friends as they fight mythological monsters and the
forces of the titan lord Kronos.

Two high school seniors,
each with his own approach and accompanying demons, battle to
reach their dreams of
becoming New Jersey
State Wrestling Champion--but only one can
win.

TWEEN Series Percy Jackson
Heroes of Olympus Series
By Rick Riordan
A new Great Prophecy, a new
generation of demigods – the
adventures have just begun! In
this new five-book series, expect to see your old friends
from the Percy Jackson books
along with a great new cast of
main characters, as the heroes
of Camp Half-Blood embark on
their most dangerous challenge yet.
TWEEN Series Heroes of Olympus
Football Genius
By Tim Green

Peewee idolizes Jake, a big
brother whose dreams of
auto mechanic glory are
fueled by the hard road
coming to link their Indiana
town and futures with the
twentieth century. And motoring down the road comes Irene Ridpath,
a young librarian with plans to astonish them
all and turn Peewee’s life upside down.

Troy White has a phenomenal
gift. He can predict football
plays before they happen.
When Troy's single mom gets a
job working in public relations
for the Atlanta Falcons, Troy
figures it's his chance to prove
what he can do. But first he has
to get to the Falcons—and with tight security
and a notoriously mean coach, even his mom's
field passes aren't much help. Then Troy and his
best friends devise a plan to get the attention of
star linebacker Seth Halloway. With Seth's playing and Troy's genius, the Falcons could be unstoppable—if they'll only listen.
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Here Lies the Librarian
By Richard Peck

TWEEN Fiction MA
Go Long!
By Tiki Barber
It's Tiki and Ronde's second year on their junior
high school football
team, the Hidden Valley
Eagles. Now key starters,
Tiki and Ronde are ready
for a great season, and
with hard work and determination, maybe they will even go all
the way to the State Championship! But
when Coach Spangler announces that he
has been asked to move up to the high
school team, and Mr. Wheeler, the science
teacher, is tapped for the head coaching
job, the season seems over before it begins…
TWEEN Fiction BA
Baseball Card Adventure
Series
By Dan Gutman
This series features a boy,
Joe Stoshack, who can
travel through time and
space when he touches
old baseball cards.
TWEEN Fiction GU

